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Preparation of the brief consisted of a comprehensive review of
literature, selective interviews of available representative parties,
and categorization of the spectrum of opinions* Analysis of the
information thus obtained included identification of reconcilable and
irreconcilable differences among the opinions and indication of
possible ways to bridge some of the differences. Opinions were
generally found to be best categorirad as the pro, neutral, and contra
opinions associated with experts and the public. The primary issues
separating the opposing groups appear to be the following: (a) the
required input for probabilistic risk analysis of accidents; (b) the
evaluation of what constitutes an acceptable risk; (c) the evaluation
of potential long-term consequences; (d) the general need for nuclear
energy; and (e) the long-term risk to public health. Among the above
issues, potential for reconciliation was found only for the first two,
while the latter issues, because of the relatively short history of the
industry and paucity of knowledge on relevant factors, were found
difficult to reconcile without expansion of our present knowledge and
data base. Reconciliation, generally, was proposed through augmenta-
tion of communication among the opposing groups through the availabil-
ity of appropriate fora and development of a general spirit of good
intention for a common cause; mankind's ultimate well-being.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Introduction

Nuclear power issues have historically resulted in a polarized and

on-going series of confrontations about accident safety, weapons proliferation,

waste disposal, and health effects. These have been the major set of issues

hotly debated by experts holding opposing views on the risks associated with

the nuclear industry. The results, or lack thereof, have contributed to public

confusion. Such a gap between the perception of risk by different groups is

not at all unusual in relation to new developments* The question of the safety

of the CANDU nuclear generating plants in Ontario is neither exceptional nor

surprising. A gap exists between the perception of nuclear plant safety by the

opposing sides which consist of experts and public aligned on either side of

the question.

1.2 Categorization of Opinions

The opinion polarization is summarized graphically in Figure 1. Here,

we see, in the vertical direction, the range from support (PRO) at the top, to

opposition (CON) at the bottom, and, in the horizontal direction, from right to

left, the range of expertise; from the expertise associated with professional

nuclear scientists and health practitioners to the general public v'lich may be

considered to have no specific technical knowledge. Connecting lines suggest

the predominant interactions. Schematically, the authorities having

jurisdiction may be placed at the centre. The principal interaction lines are

those between the "Pro" experts, generally representing the industry, and the

"Con" experts; between the Pro experts and the Con public as well as between

the Con experts and the Pro public; both sides of experts endeavouring to

convert the public to their respective persuasion. Interactions between Pro

and Con experts have generally been confrontational and appear to have done

very little to resolve the differences. No real forum exists for direct

interaction between the two opposing public groups. Thus, the general

categories of opinion may be classed under six groups as follows:

- 1.1 -
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(a) Pro expert;

(b) Neutral expert;

(c) Con expert;

(d) Pro public;

(e) Neutral public; and

(f) Con public.

It is in accordance with these general categories that the opinions

assessed through the present brief are presented. Specifically, in this brief,

an attempt is made to portray the spectrum of opinions on the question of

nuclear power safety in Ontario; to analyze the basis of this opinion, where

possible, and to suggest ways in which the Pro and Con opinions may be

reconciled, if possible.

1.3 Methodology

The work was based primarily on a review of literature and secondly on

selective interviews of available representative parties. Over 850 references

were reviewed by the investigators. These references were identified through a

set of computer information searches as well as visits to the libraries of the

Ontario Nuclear Safety Review Committee, the University of Calgary, the

University of Toronto, Ontario Hydro, Pollution Probe, the National Science

Library, and the Canadian Institute of Scientific and Technical Information.

Ontario Hydro personnel were interviewed as well as a number of representatives

of the opposing groups. The review work was carried out over a period of

approximately 2-1/2 months by four principal investigators: Dr. F.G. Bercha,

Mr. B.J. Griffin, Ms. V.L. Shaw, and Mr. J.W. Steen, having backgrounds in

nuclear physics and systems analysis, risk analysis and chemical engineering,

biophysical analysis and public opinion, and management, respectively. All

four are staff members of Bercha International Inc. The findings of the

investigators are summarized in the balance of this brief.



SECTION 2

DESCRIPTION OF OPINION SPECTRUM

2.1 General Description of Opinion Configuration

Although the initial hypothesis for this brief was that the divergent

opinions would be those corresponding to the public and the experts/ it was

quickly determined that the natural divergence was between those for and those

against, where each side consists of a mixture of expert and public groups.

Accordingly, the classification of opinions naturally fell to perturbations

among pro, con, neutral, expert, and public positions yielding the following

six principal categories:

(a) Pro expert

(b) Con expert

(c) Neutral expert

(d) Pro public

(e) Con public

(f) Neutral public.

This definitive grouping within the context of the spectrum of

opposition and expertise is schematically depicted in Figure 1. In this

figure, as may be seen, the principal representatives of each of the opposing

poles are indicated as well as the primary components of their opinion. Expert

and public opinions, on either side of the question, are fundamentally the

same, but with certain nuances of variability.

From over 850 references, approximately 50 references were represented

to illustrate the total spectrum of opinion among the 6 principal categories

above. These 50 references were analyzed and categorized and set out in the

tables in Appendices A and B to give 6 tables,•one corresponding to each of the

opinion categories.

As may be seen from these tables, following itemization, a reference

corresponding to a full citation in the list of references given at the

conclusion of this report, is provided, followed by the date of the opinion

(not the reference), a description of the source of the opinion, a statement of

the opinion and its rationale indicating the basis for the opinion. These 50

- 2.1 -
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references subdivided into groups of 8 to 22, depending on tthe corresponding

opinion category, represent what was found to be the spectrum of opinions and

nuances within each of the principal categories. A more detailed description

of each of the sub-spectra in the opinion categories is given in the balance of

this Appendix.

2.2 Description of Opinion Spectrum

There is little difference between the opinions and associated

rationale between the experts and the public on the same side of the question.

The main polarization of opinion is between the Pros and Cons; experts and

public alike. In reviewing the opinions cited in the tables/ one notes

repeatedly that those opposed believe that the risks associated with nuclear

power are simply not acceptable and do not outweigh any advantages obtained

from nuclear power. The opposing experts point out many fallacies in the

manner in which risks has been assessed and also point out risks such as

long-term radiation health effects which are generally not considered by the

Pro experts. Thus, the Con view generally has the common basis that accident

risk is unacceptably high and that the long-term health effect risks are

significant. The Con public mirrors these views.

The Pro experts do not debate acceptability of the risk; they simply

state that accident probabilities are low, although they admit that accidents

do occur. In regard to the long-term health risks they simply take the

position that these risks do not exist.

Public groups favouring nuclear power appear to do so primarily on the

basis of economic arguments. Evidently, the risks are viewed as non-existent;

in effect, falling below a certain threshold level below which the public

considers risk non-existent.

In general, the public appears to be undecided on nuclear power,

showing essentially a 50-50 split of opinion between Pro and Con. More

detailed review of the literature shows that the public in North America was in

favour of nuclear power until the Three Mile Island accident. Uncertainty

followed and most subsequent opinion surveys showed a 50-50 split of opposition

on the issue. However, polls have also shown that the public is clearly

opposed to nuclear power if it is to be exposed to a nuclear power facility

located near the respondent's place of residence. In Ontario, a similar
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uncertainty in public opinion exists with a meagre 53% of the public in favour

of continued use of existing nuclear power facilities but only 30-40% in favour

of further developments.

From the references cited on public opinion, as well as from reviews of

a vast number of press clippings on the subject of nuclear power, it appears

that the risks associated with a technology of unknown performance and hazard

potential are of primary concern. In other energy technologies such as coal or

hydro-electric power the risks are known, future health effects are known,

performance of the technology is known, our disposal of waste is known. None

of these are completely understood in the case of nuclear power. This lack of

understanding is emphasized by the fact that very well qualified experts remain

diametrically opposed in defining these risks. There is no doubt that the

experts opposed to nuclear power have good technical qualifications. Many of

them come from high positions of a technical or administrative nature in the

nuclear industry itself, and are able to state their arguments authoritatively.

The same is true for the experts advocating nuclear power. As pointed out by

one of the authors reviewing public opinion, Sagan, 1986, both expert sides are

equally well informed in the final analysis, but have largely failed to con-

vince that they are not using the data which support their stand and reject-

ing the remainder.

In summary, the primary polarization of opinions regarding nuclear

power is that of those opposed and those in support. Both sides appear to have

a mix of public and expert spokespersons. The opposition simply believes that

the risk of accidents is unacceptably high, that the risk of long-term health

effects is significant, and that the risks are unnecessary. The supporters

believe the opposite regarding accident risk, deny the existence of potential

long-term health effects, and maintain that any risks are justified by economic

benefits.

2.3 Expert Nuclear Safety Assessments

2.3.1 Pro Experts

Generally, experts, for the purposes of the present work, appear to

consist of professionals adequately informed on the technical, physiological,

environmental, and sociological or economic aspects of the interaction of

nuclear power with the biosphere, with emphasis on human beings. Generally,
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the experts associated with the supportive position come from the nuclear

industry itself, or from academia. Opposition experts include primarily

ex-nuclear industry professionals, academics, and health professionals

including researchers, physicians, sociologists, and statisticians- Neutral

experts generally represent both sets of categories.

Primary supportive views presented by experts and summarized in Table

B.I are as follows:

(a) Accident risks are sufficiently low as to be disregarded.

(b) No adverse long-term health effects exist.

(c) Economic benefits of the nuclear industry outweight any adverse

effects.

Denning, 1985, Wyatt, 1978, and the Canadian Nuclear Association, 1975,

all document the view that accidents are sufficiently remote as to make the

nuclear industry safe. Denning, 1985, bases this, to a large degree, on a

study of the Three Mile Island accident within the context of the nuclear

industy. He contends that the Three Mile Island accident was the worst

accident to date (prior to Chernobyl), yet not one casualty resulted and an

increase in the severity of the accident due to melt down is most unlikely.

Ontario Hydro, 1987, contends not only that risk is sufficiently remote as to

be considered inconsequential, but also that no adverse health effects can be

considered to be associated with the nuclear power industry. In essence, they

argue that radiation levels emitted by nuclear power reactors are lower than

acceptable threshold levels to which one is in any case exposed. More

specifically, within the context of Candu reactors, AECL, 1987, indicates that

comprehensive probabilistic safety evaluations have proven the designs of these

reactors to be highly safe and reliable. AECB, 1987, company experts further

look at Candu reactors within the context of the Chernobyl accident and

conclude from technical arguments that no impact on Candu risk assessment may

be considered as a result of the lessons from Chernobyl. Cottrell, 1981,

presents a factual book on how reactors produce energy and the associated risks

within the context of factual descriptions. Although Cottrell is, admittedly,

pro nuclear energy, he presents the facts in a fashion permitting the reader to

decide for himself if the industry is safe or not. On the other hand, Lapp,

1975, presents the radical defensive lambasting of all opponents of nuclear

opposition by denying any risks and quoting, often out of context, an impres-

sive array of authorities supporting nuclear power.
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2.3.2 Con Experts

An extremely broad spectrum of expert opposition opinions is illustra-

ted in the 12 references summarized in Table A.2. Generally, primary points of

opposition may be summarized as follows:

(a) Accident probability and consequence potential is considerably

higher officially predicted through PRA.

(b) Adverse long-term health effects from nuclear power plants are

significant•

(c) Economic and other benefits of nuclear plants are not justified by

the risks.

The first of these opinions is borne out by Ford, 1982, Pringle, 1981,

Webb, 1980. Essentially, these authors argue that the input to probabilistic

risk assessment generally utilized by nuclear power regulators and operators is

incomplete and inadequate, resulting in an underestimation of the risks.

Together, the catastrophic potential of the supreme accident, a core meltdown,

is officially understated and, in fact, cannot be estimated as it depends

entirely on the environmental and sociological milieu in which it occurs.

Authors emphasizing the long-term health effect risk include Pringle, 1981,

Sternglass, 1981, Poch, 1985, and Bertell, 1985. Generally, all these authors

point out that risks associated with long-term, low-level, radiation greatly

increase the potential for significant health, physiological, and psychological

defects ranging from hormone disturbances to genetic mutations; cancer. A

great variety of documentation is provided from the very precise arguments

presented by Bertell, 1985, to more general emotional accusations described by

Gofman and Tamplin, 1979.

Miscellaneous points of opposition include that Jungk, 1977, and by the

Union of Concerned Scientists, 1985. VCS maintained that U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission's complacent and short-sighted attitude is alleged to

result in safety compromises while Jungk, 1977, presents a global view of

nuclear power documenting historical development, accidents, proliferation of

radiation, terrorism, and backroom politics. Statistically, more qualitative-

ly, Poch, 1985, quotes a variety of statistics illustrating energy use patterns

and projections, and utilizes them to illustrate official over- estimate of

future energy requirements in order to justify proliferation of nuclear power.

Solomon, 1984, lashes out at Ontario Hydro, charging lack of bureaucratic
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control and total irresponsibility in and industry with a potential for

homicide and extensive damage.

2.3.3 Neutral Effect

Starr, 1980, documenting the neutral expert view presents a variety of

information including acceptability of risk, proliferation of nuclear power

plants, and analysis of the two sets of pro and con views. USSR State

Committee, 1986, gives a chronological acount of the Chernobyl acident, one in

which excess reactivity was introduced to the reactor,'and concludes that the

violoation of operating rules by staff members motivated by desire to be

expedient was the principal cause of the accident. Vanderpligt, 1982, analyses

arguments on both sides of the questions. An objective, academic treatise,

Starr, 1980, proposes acceptable risk criteria and discusses them within the

context of public perception. Sills, 1982, based on public surveys following

the TMI accident, suggests the long-term psychological effects as a result of

nuclear accidents. Peat, 1979, gives a thorough discussion of Candu reactor

operations in nuclear safety in Canada. Finally, Lester, 1986, describes a

passive shutdown reactor that promises to be an order-of-magnitude safer, in

terms of accident potential, than any current design.

2.4 Public Nuclear Safety Opinions

2.4.1 Pro Public

Generally, public views represented in this section depend on either

the reporting of public analysts, or direct inspection of public opinion polls.

Unfortunately, due to the paucity of polls available to the investiga-

tors, the public opinion spectrum is largely second-hand from the analyses of

others. Generally, supportive public segments appear to base their views on

short-term, local, econmic benefits associated with nuclear plans, perception

of risks, below a public sensitivity threshold which considers risk to be

non-existent. Specifically, in Ontario, a marginal minority of 50-57% of

respondents to an Ontario Hydro 1986 survey are in favour of continued use of

nuclear power. This contrasts with a similarly marginal opposition to expan-

sion of nuclear power reported in the next section from the same opinion

survey. More generally, both Cualey, and Winfield Laird, 1985, indicate that

public host communities which supported nuclear power, prior to TMI, continue
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to do so. Again, the opposite contention is reported by other researchers in

the next section. Finally, Fuga, 1985, indicates that public opinion appears

to be shifting in favour of nuclear power as more distinct and honest, open

communications from the nuclear industry are being recieved. He further argues

that the entire future of the nuclear industry hinges on favourable public

opinion.

2.4.2 Public Con

A great variety of nuances of public opposition to nuclear power and

associated circumstances are represented in the 22 references quoted in Table

B.2. Opposition opinions may be considered to reflect the following principal

components:

(a) Accident probabilities and consequences associated with nuclear

power plants are too high to be acceptable.

(b) Long-term health effects can be disastrous.

(c) Nuclear waste problem has not been solved.

(d) TMI and Chernobyl only illustrate the high risk of nuclear power

plants.

(e) Nuclear industry and authorities having jurisdiction consistently

understate the risks and overstate the need associated with

nucleur power.

All references cited are indirect except for the Ontario Hydro, 1986/

survey which indicates that 60-70% of Ontario public oppose further development

of nuclear power (although they have shown their marginal support of continued

use at its existing level, as described in the previous section). Woodhouse,

1982, Blackwell, 1983, Brody, 1980, Reader, 1980, Environmental Action Founda-

tion, 1979, and Stevens, 1980, all report public opposition, primarily on the

basis of potential catastrophic accident and unacceptability of associated

risks. Shifts in public opinion, from support or marginal opposition, to

strong opposition as a result of Chernobyl or TMI are reported by World Press,

1986, Freudenberg & Baxter, 1984, Leppzer, 1980, Flavin, 1987, Stephens, 1980.

An official statement regarding risk is documented by Jennekins, 1986, as well

as Stephens, 1980. Blix, 1986, Ahearne, 1987, all describe the spectrum of

opinions internationally concerning nuclear power, and the rising tide of

opposition to it. While Nelkin, 1971, does a comparative analysis of nuclear
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opposition in France and Germany and describes the evolution of this opposition

within the context of the political processes in the two countries- Further

details on U.S. opposition to nuclear power are given by Stephens, 1980, Olsen,

1976. The discontinuous nature of public support yielding implicit opposition

to nuclear power, is described by Meneley, 1985, where he gives an analysis of

Ontario public opinion based on a long career in the nuclear industry in

Canada. Ahearne, 1987(b), further details the public opposition indicating

that 40% of the general public is generally opposed to nuclear power, 73%

opposed if, in the near proximity, while general and specific opposition is

considered to have increased by 10% following Chernobyl.

2.4.3 Neutral Public View

Sociological sampling studies and correlations among positions regard-

ing nuclear power with various socio economic factors which constitute the

primary information to be found in dealing with a neutral public point of view.

Healey, 1981, Freudenberg, 1980, document positions of the U.S. public, while

George and Southwell and Hensler, 1975, analyze and correlate public views of

nuclear power within the context of political beliefs, environmental outlooks,

social position, and other socio economic variables. George and Southwell

specifically analyze the opinions within the context of the Diablo Canyon plant

in the U.S. while the work by Hensler, 1975, is more general. Del Tredici,

1983, simply reports a series of interviews of residents within the area of

influence of the TMI accident. Generally, a sanguine outlook among these is

noted with very little change as a result of the accident.
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BRIDGING THE GAPS

3.1 Definition of Opinion Gaps

The basic issues separating the opposing groups appear to be the

following:

(a) The required input to Probabilistic Risk Analysis of accidents.

(b) The evaluation of what constitutes an acceptable risk level of

accidents•

(c) The evaluation of potential long-term environmental consequences.

(d) The general need for nuclear energy.

(e) The long-term risk to public health.

Item (a) is a reconcilable issue. In the nuclear industry the evalua-

tion of risk is normally based on probalistic risk analysis (PRA). The Con

experts argue that the PRAs done are invalid because potential accident

sequences they claim they can demonstrate and document have been ignored. If

the PRAs done by the nuclear industry can thus be shown to be faulty, they

should be corrected and the issue would automatically be reconciled.

It is likely that (b), the assessment of what constitutes an acceptable

risk, will remain irreconcilable as long as it remains largely a value judge-

ment. However, if a risk-benefit analysis is performed considering all

relevant consequence factors, a risk threshold below which risks are negligible

could be established and results of the PRA can be compared to the risk

threshold levels.

The evaluation of potential long-term environmental consequences (c),

is unlikely to be reconcilable at present as there is still a high degree of

speculation in lieu of knowledge. The environment-radiation interaction

processes associated with long-term consequences are decades to centuries in

duration; no empirical data can be expected and such critical issues are

unlikely to be credibly resolved by analysis or simulation.

In the case of (d), the general need for nuclear energy, reconciliation

would seem improbable in a universal sense. However, there would likely be

room for compromises based on specific circumstances making it possible to

reconcile the two sides on a case-by-case basis. Such reconciliations can be

- 3.1 -
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undertaken on the basis of cost-benefit analyses with properly structured

representative inputs.

The long-term risk to public health (e), is not likely a reconcilable

issue until some time in the future for present lack of knowledge. The Cons

point out that there is evidence of health effects associated with nuclear

power far exceeding that normally publicized. Some of the evidence appears

ambiguous, much is highly technical. The issue is also fraught with emotions

evoked by the very nature of the possible effects associated with radiation:

birth defects, hormone disorders, cancer, or genetic alterations and malfunc-

tions. These all conjure up grotesque and dreaded images, not only in the minds

of the public, but in the minds of the most rational of scientists.

3.2 Approaches to Bridging Opinion Gaps

The only way to bridge any of the gaps and reconcile the opposing

sides, on at least some issues, is by bringing the two sides together in

rational dialogue and debate through workshops and seminar forums. The crux

will be in finding moderators who can inspire the participants to join in

seeking the truth rather than trying to prevail upon the other side with their

preconceived opinions. Also, someone who will recognize and dare to expose,

tactfully, but unequivocally, any spurious arguments which serve vested

interests better than they do the pursuit of knowledge is required. The

moderator function can be approached classically, by appointing a moderator, or

in less traditional debate forums including juries, computeiized moderators, or

evolutionary moderation.

In general, what is required is a forum which will address the public

concerns without invoking a high profile battle fought in jargon by the

experts. Evidently forums to date have been dominated by industry, with only

the Con experts able to articulate- concerns, which, as the responses, are

difficult to understand by the non-expert. Other tools to mobilize public

opinion, such as referenda, polls, and questionnaires, are unilateral, and

often inconclusive. However, the concept of a moderated forum, with the

moderator a judge, jury, or some other as objective as possible entity, appears

to be the best format available for the reconcilation process.

If the opposing sides are brought together to further the cause of man,

reconcilation of all issues will come about naturally, step-by-step, as
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knowledge is gained. Incontrovertible evidence will emerge in time and no

scientist or proponent for one side or the other would persist in advocating a

point proven and accepted as wrong. If any should be so driven by pressures

from extraneous affiliations, it would merely become an act of self interest

and be of little consequence. Reconciliation will likely come, at first, not

on complete issues, but on parts of them. At a stage where the experts have

been forced by facts to agree on some points, the forum for discussion should

be expanded to include public observation and possible participation.

In any endeavour to bridge the existing divergence in perceptions there

are some fundamental observations that should not be taken lightly. It is

inherent in our political system that it is the public who, in the end, will

decide and, therefore, will have to be "won over". Also, bridging any gaps and

reconciliation only applies when both sides are partly right and partly wrong.

In such cases, as one side or the other is clearly in contradiction of facts,

the erring side must simply concede their argument.

It should be recognized that credibility will loom as a major factor.

Between themselves, the experts may communicate in any jargon, binary code or

any other form they choose; it matters not. Any communication with the public,

however, must be understandable rather than self indulgent. The public is

imbued with an inherent element of suspicion as few have not, at one time or

another, been burnt by failing to understand a hidden sting in officialese,

legalese or technocratese communications. When the public is not sure they can

fully understand what they are told, they will not offer their trust even if it

is the truth. It should be recognized that this is aggravated by an

ever-present suspicion of being manipulated by vested interest which in this

case, perhaps unfairly, will place a greater burden on the supporters of

nuclear power than on the opposition.

In all dealings with the public the thrust should be, not to convert

them from pro to con or vice versa, but to a neutral fully informed view. From

there they can readily assume a stand which is concordant with the facts. To

garner their support for one side or the other by cleverness rather than weignt

of argument will only achieve unstable shifts in the margin between support and

opposition, not reconciliations.
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Lastly, Bertrancf Russell observed:

"One of the troubles of our age is that habits of thought cannot change
as quickly as techniques, with the result that as skills increase
wisdom fades."

Although it is not given to the average member of the public to pen so eloquent

an observation, their capacity to intuit the same notion must not be under-

estimated*
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TABLE A.I

EXPERT NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSESSMENTS: PRO VIEW

ITEM

NO.

1

2

3

REFERENCE

Denning

Wyatt

Canadian Nuclear
Association

OPINION

DATE

1985

1978

1975

SOURCE

Author, Three Mile
Island Tech. Staff

Author

Nuclear Industry
experts

DESCRIPTION

Nuclear power Is safe even consider-
ing the Three Mile Island accident.

Nuclear power Is the most environ-
mentally benign way of meeting
present energy needs.

Nuclear energy In Canada Is re-
quired, environmentally acceptable
and safe.

RATIONALE

Three Mile Island was the
worst accident to date yet
not one casualty resulted.
Technical review proved tha"
me 1tdown wou1d not have made
accident more severe.*

Analysis of the facts of
the Canadian energy Indus-
try, Including alternatives.
health and safety, econan-
Ics, and the relationship
to nuclear weapons; nuclear
hazards can be managed.

A technical description of
the facts supports the
industry development.

REMARKS

•Validity In question in view of Chernobyl.
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TABLE A . I ( c o n t i n u e d )

EXPERT NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSESSMENTS: PRO VIEW

ITEM

NO.

4

5

6

7

8

REFERENCE

Ontario
Hydro, 1987

AECL, 1987

AECB, 1987

Lapp, 1975

^ot t re l 1, 1981

OPINION

DATE

1987

1987

1987

1975

1981

SOURCE

Company t e c h n i c a l

experts

Company technical

experts

Company experts

Author

Author

DESCRIPTION

Ontario nuclear f a c i l i t i e s are
safe, create no long-term health
e f fec ts and provide valuable
benef i ts for the province.

Candu reactors are as safe, or
safer than any other commercially
aval lable design.

The Chernobyl accident does not
af fect the acceptably low r isk of
nuclear power In Canada.

A bombastic attempt to re fu te
Nader's con views on nuclear power

Factual treatment of operation
over potent ial accidents

RATIONALE

"Defence-In-depth" safety
design and operat ion has
proven I t s e l f , safety con-
s iderat ions from TMI and
Chernobyl are covered, data
analysis proves no long-
term radiation effects.

ComprehensIve, probab111 s-
t l c safety evaluations
have proven the design
highly safe and re l iab le.

Detail technical analysis
of Chernobyl Incident
proves al1 Important
aspects of the accident
have previously been con-
sidered by the AECB.

Emotional; attempt to
just i fy views by means of
quotations of celebrities

Rational approach; infor-
mation Is the best arbiter

REMARKS
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TABLE A.2

EXPERT NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSESSMENTS: OON VIEW

JTEM
NO.

1

2

3

4

5

REFERENCE

Ford

Jungk

Pr Ing le

Sternglass

Poch (b)

OPINION

DATE

1982

1977

1981

1981

1985

SOURCE

Author

Author

Author

Author

Author

DESCRIPTION

Exist ing U.S. plants are unsafe
and should not be located In
heavily populated areas*

Global view of nuclear power,
societ ies w i l l become regimented
due to the security requirements
in developing nuclear power.

Nuclear power should only be used
where there Is no pract ica l a l te r -
nate.

Low level rad ia t ion from nuclear
power plants has detrimental
health e f fec ts .

Public radiat ion exposure through-
out nuclear fuel cycle causes long-
term health defects and death, al 1
energy alternates have reduced
health e f fec ts .

RATIONALE

Based on extensive accident
repor ts from AEC f i l e s .

H i s t o r i c a l development of
nuclear power Inc lud ing
accidents, prol i ferat ion,
terrorism, and po l i t i cs .

The risks due to plant
safety, radiation hazards,
waste disposal, and weapons
prol i ferat ion are not
acceptable If alternates
are available.

Historical experience and
technical studies of Inci-
dents at U.S. nuclear
plants.

Analysis of published
optimistic probability and
consequence estimates
worldwide.

REMARKS
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TABLE A.2 (cont inued)

EXPERT NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSESSMENTS: CON VIEW

ITEM
MANO.

6

7

8

9

REFERENCE

UCS, 1985

UCS, 1986

Webb, 1980

Bertel1, 198

OPINION

DATE

1985

1986

1980

1985

SOURCE

Union of Concerned

Scientists

Union of Concerned

Scientists

Author - Nuclear

Engineer

Health Researcher

DESCRIPTION

U.S. Nuceal Regulatory Commission

(NRC) safety policy record Is

Inadequate over last decade.

NRC assessment of core met 1 down

probabilities Is Inadequate

because It likely errs on the

dangerous side by underestimating

the risks.

The risks of nuclear energy are

underestimated and unacceptable.

Risks of long-term health effects

due to radioactivity outweigh

benefits of nuclear power

RATIONALE

Complacent and short-

sighted attitude of NRC

Commissioners results In

safety compromise.

Attitude due to comfort

with nuclear Industry and

unwillingness to listen

to public

Probabilistic risk assess-

ment (PRA) as used by NRC

can be shown to under-

estimate many of the con-

stituent risk factors,

hence underestimating the

final risk.

Re-evaluatlon of nuclear

power risks reveals that

they have officially been

underestimated.

Analysis of exposed

populations

REMARKS
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TABLE A .2 ( c o n t i n u e d )

EXPERT NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSESSMENTS: 00N VIEW

ITEM

NO.

10

11

12

REFERENCE

Gofman &

Tamp 1 i n

Poch

Solomon

OPJMJON

DATE

1979

1985

1984

SOURCE

Author

Author-Energy Probe

Energy Probe

DESCRIPTION

Hyperbolic t i r a d e by
very know ledgeab le
opponents against
nuclear Industry

Variety of statistics Illustrating
energy trends and projections
Implying no need for nuclear power

Systematic attach on Ontario Hydro
within context of Irresponsibility

RATIONALE

Exaggeration of con facts
and neglect of pro ones

Selective statistical
analysts

Biased debate

REMARKS
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TABLE A.3

EXPERT NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSESSMENTS: NEUTRAL VIEW

JTEM

1

2

3

4

REFERENCE

Starr

Sills

Ch Icken

Kaku

OPINION

DATE

1980

1982

1982

1982

SOURCE

Author

Various sociological
experts

Author

Numerous experts
and lobbyists

DESCRIPTJON

Mathematical criteria for risk are
proposed as acceptable limits for
nuclear power plants. Plants are
acceptably safe If designed to
such criteria.

Nuclear accidents result In long-
term psychological effects.

Perceived terrors of nuclear wai—
fare have hidden the actual risks
of nuclear power.

Analysis of arguments for both pro
and con viewpoints.

RATIONALE

Public risk can be deter-
mined only through probabil-
istic analysis and given
that plants meet acceptable
criteria they are safe.
Benefits for exposure of
people living close to
plants should Include
financial compensation.

Based on public surveys
following TMI accident.

Neutral analysis of regu-
lation, public Involve-
ment In decision making,
and conflict process.

Historical analysis of
public protest movement.
both Influences on the
movement and results for
the Industry.

Each author bases opinion
on academic analysis.

REMARKS
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TABLE A.3 ( c o n t i n u e d )

EXPERT NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSESSMENTS: NEUTRAL VIEW

ITEM
Mft
NU.

5

6

7

8

REFERENCE

Peat

Vanderp11gt

Lester, R.K.

USSR

OPINION

DATE

1979

1982

1986

1986

SOURCE

Author

Netherlands public

Author

Government

DESCRIPTION

Description of the critical Issues

associated with the Candu reactor

and nuclear safety In Canada.

Though the majority opposed nuclear

energy, groups with pro, con and

neutral attitudes each overestlmate<

the national support they felt sup-

ported their choice.

A passive shutdown reactor Is

posstble to reduce nuclear power

generation risk.

Chronological acount of Chernobyl

accident with attempt to analyze

causes. Primary cause operator

error; failure to follow prooedures

In favour of expediency

RATIONALE

Good technical reasons for

choice of Candu reactor.

Technical analysis of

survey results.

Analysis of safety of

passive shutdown reactor.

Empirical and analytical

motivation by desire to

avoid more mishaps

REMARKS
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TABLE B.I

PUBLIC NUCLEAR SAFETY OPINIONS: PRO VIEW

JTEM
MANO*

I

2

3

4

REFERENCE

Caw ley

Ontario
Hydro

Wlnfleld-
Lalrd

FI nger

OPINION

DATE

1981

1986

1982

1985

SOURCE

Leaders In communi-
ties with nuclear
p lants

Survey

Survey

Analysis

DESCRIPTION

After TMI, communities still favor-
able to nuclear power, plant
facility has positive economic
Impacts.

50 to 57S8 of respondents favored
continued use of nuclear power In
Ontario.

Pool of nuclear power plant host
communities indicated before and
after TMI support same due to
economic benefits

Public approval Is essential to
growth of nuclear Industry. Such
approval can only be obtained by
honest and open communication to
public

RATIONALE

Perceived economic benefits
for community.

Public opinion survey.

Public opinion survey

Nuclear power Is desirable-
hypothesis

REMARKS
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TABLE B.2

PUBLIC NUCLEAR SAFETY OPINIONS: CON VIEW

ITEM

NO.

1

2

3

4

5

REFERENCE

Woodhouse

Cave

World Press

Freudenberg

Hughey

OPINION

DATE

1982

1982

1986

1975-1980

1977-1982

SOURCE

U.S. general publIc

PublIc and publIc

Interest groups

European publIc

U.S. nuclear host

community residents

Residents of one

nuclear host com-

munity

DESCRIPTION

The nuclear waste problem has not

been solved.

Numerical criteria are not reason-

able to define nuclear safety.

Following the Chernobyl accident

all nuclear developments should be

delayed.

Following the TMI accident, host

community's majority support

changed to opposition.

Five years from the construction

phase large negative changes In

public attitudes were found.

RATIONALE

Most parties are Ill-

informed of the Issues,

views dependent on mis-

conceptions, technical

expert disagreement.

Mistrust Government agen-

cies promoting numerical

criteria, do not understand

concepts.

Problems with the safety

Issue have created mistrust

for other nuclear Issues,

especially health effects-

Mistrust of the Industry,

unknown safety, fueled by

media attention.

Perceptions of hazards

changed and community dis-

ruption in economic benefit

following construction were

questioned.

REMARKS
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TABLE B.2 (continued)

PUBLIC NUCLEAR SAFETY OPINIONS: CON VIEW

ITEM
NO.

6

7

8

9

10

REFERENCE

Blackwe II

Brody

Reader

Environmental
Action

Foundation

Leppzer

OPINION

DATE

1983

1975-1976

1980

1979

1980

SOURCE

Southern U.S.
students

U.S. public

PublIc writers

Various pub!Ic
writers

Residents around TM

DESCRIPTION

Majority of survey opposed nuclear
energy.

Females more opposed than males.

Nuclear power will result In
nuclear war and will create cata-
strophic health problems.

Radiation continuously escapes
from nuclear plants and long-
term hea1th ef fects will be
disastrous.

Following the accident lay people
were worried and belleved there
were safer energy alternatives.

RATIONALE

Most predominant was fear
of nuclear war occurring In
their lifetime.

Females have greater concert
about safety and consider
nuclear problems more
serious.

Energy alternatives exist
and analysis of historical
accidents and potential
health problems.

Analysis of radioactive
wastes, accidents happen
and will continue to happen,
medical predictions of
radiation effects.

Residents felt extremely
threatened by accident and
misled about safety.

REMARKS
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TABLE B.2 <continued)

PUBLIC NUCLEAR SAFETY OPINIONS: CON VIEW

ITEM
Kin

u

12

13

REFERENCE

Ontario

Hydro

Olson 1976

Flavin, C.

1987

OPINION

DATE

1986

1976

1987

SOURCE

Survey

California Public

WorldWatch Group

DESCRIPTION

60-70if of Ontario public oppose

this further development of nuclear

power In Ontario.

Nuclear power would have to be

devoid of human operator element

to be safe.

Rasmussen report Inadequately

underestimates risks.

Chernobyl consequences are far

greater than assessed.

Public opinion of nuclear power

will be more strongly opposed as

a result of Chernobyl.

RATIONALE

Public opinion survey.

Operator error Is unpre-

dictable. No real proof

of safety can be given

while operator error

remains a risk factor.

Many risk factors are

Ignored In the Rasmussen

report, Including sabotage.

combined probabilities, and

others.

Review of public opinion

following Chernobyl

disaster.

REMARKS

03
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TABLE B.2 (continued)

PUBLIC NUCLEAR SAFETY OPINIONS: 00N ViEW

ITEM
NO.

14

15

16

17

18

REFERENCE

Stephens,
1980

Jenneker,
1986

Meneley,
1985

Stephens,
1980

Bllx, 1986

OPINION

DATE

1980

1986

1985

1980

1986

SOURCE

Author

Public Survey
Canada.
AECB.

Author opinion.
Retired head of
Ontario Hydro.

Gal lup Pol Is

International
public opinions
sampled by Director
of International
Atomic Energy
Agency.

DESCRIPTION

Three Mile island (TMI) has major
adverse effect on nuclear Industry,
economics, and public opinion
against the nuclear Industry.

75$ respondents believe government
Is not telling public full truth
regarding nuclear risks.

Only 50$ of public supports
nuclear power.

In 1980 50$ of public believes
nuclear power Is unsafe.

Netherlands, Finland, Austria,
Sweden officially opposed to
nuclear power.

RATIONALE

Sampling of public opinion
and analysis of nuclear
economics.

Lack of adequate communica-
tion and partial under-
standing of expert opinions
published.

Analysis of public opinion.

Unacceptable risk of
acute accident and chronic
potential deleterious
effects such as birth
defects.

inability to deal with
operator error resulting
in unacceptable risk.

REMARKS
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TABLE B.2 (con t inued)

PUBLIC NUCLEAR SAFETY OPINIONS: CON VIEW

ITEM

NO.

19

20

21

22

REFERENCE

Ahearne,

1987

Ahearne,

May. 1987

Freudenberg

4 Baxter

Nelkln

OPINION

DATE

1987 (b)

1987 (a)

1984

1971

SOURCE

U.S. P u b l i c sampled

by ex-commlss loner

of NRC.

Swedish

p a r l l a m e n t

Op in ion Survey

Political analysis

DESCRIPTION

Nuclear plants should be stopped
from operat ing:

- 40? publ ic opposed general ly;
- 73| publ ic opposed f f w i th in

8 km of p lant ;
- 10? Increase in opposit ion

a f t e r Chernobyl.

Referendum passed t o close 12
nuclear reactors In Sweden by
year 2010.

Pre and post TMI surveys show a
s h i f t from pro to con In host
communities

Comparative analysis of nuclear
opposit ion In Germany 4 France

RATIONALE

A catastrophic accident Is
cer ta in to happen eventual-
ly I f nuclear plants con-
t inue.

Catastrophe potential Is
unacosptab le.

Public Opinion Survey

Nuclear safety dependence
on soclo pol i t ica l system

REMARKS
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TABLE B.3

PUBLIC NUCLEAR SAFETY OPINIONS: NEUTRAL VIEW

ITEM
NO*

1

2

3

REFERENCE

Nealey et al.

Freudenburg

Dec I ma.
1986

OPINION

DATE

1975-1981

1980's

1986

SOURCE

U.S. public.
Numerous major
surveys.

Pub)(c surveys and
analysis o1 such.

Ontario publIc.

DESCRIPTION

Generally favourable to developing
nuclear power until TMI accident,
then a generally split opinion
becoming negative for close com-
munities.

(a) Support
(b) Opposition
(c) General bellefs

Initial public acceptance of
nuclear power has changed to un-
easiness and the complexities of
the Issue are greater than assumed
In the common debate arguments.

Nuclear safety Is very Important,
but so are Justifications for
using nuclear power.

RATIONALE

Require the energy.
Reactor safety problems.
Shaped by media represen-
tation.

Analysis of empirical sur-
vey data. Including Influ-
ence of the media, con-
flicting assessments of
opinions polls, and the
effect of Industry communi-
cations.

Public opinion survey.

REMARKS
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TABLE B.3 ( c o n t i n u e d )

PUBLIC NUCLEAR SAFETY OPINIONS: NEUTRAL VJEW

ITEM

NO.

4

5

6

REFERENCE

George &

Southwel1

Hens l e r &

Hans len

Tred lc l

OPJNJON

DATE

1981

1982

1986

SOURCE DESCRIPTION

Opinion p o l l and analys is*
Social pos i t i on of residents
strong determinant of opinion
re nuclear safety at Diablo
Canyon

Po11 and research

Pol 1

RATIONALE

Correlation of po l i t ica l
bel ief, environmental views,
socloeconomlc forums with
opinion on nuclear power

Interviews of TMI residents
reveals sanguine view of
Industry future

REMARKS
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Analytic

Analytic

Anal yt Ic

to
19


